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“Once the business data have been centralized and integrated,

the value of the database is greater than the

sum of  the pre-existing parts.”

- Larry Ellison, CEO Oracle Corporation
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Abstract
This report looks into the possibilities of data replication in a Service Oriented
Architecture (SOA) with Web Services at a number of Dutch Government bodies
known as water authorities. The research aims at finding a service oriented solution
using a central database for the integration of the water authorities into parts of the
Dutch E-government system. By looking into replication and its parameters in detail
we conclude that existing data replication architectures do not satisfy the
requirements for the system needed at the water authorities. A proof of concept
system which does satisfy all requirements is developed. The system is tested in its
capabilities to handle the required data loads by finding its limits through scaling the
number of updates per second, the number of replicas, and the sizes of bulk updates.
In this way it is proven that the system can handle twice the amounts required with
ease. A data replication solution implemented with Web Services therefore is found
to be a suitable solution for implementation at the water authorities.
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1. Introduction
“You know when you have one when the crash of a computer you have never heard

of stops you from getting any work done.”

- Leslie Lamport about distributed systems

1.1 The Dutch E-government
The Dutch government has been interested in the use of ICT to further improve its
service towards its residents and industries. Starting in the year 1994 there have been
a series of projects in order to accomplish this feat. Together these projects are known
as the electronic government. [STAAT]

As part of the electronic government, the Dutch government has decided to create a
series of centralized Key Data Stores for use by all government bodies, called
basisadministraties (Figure 1). These Data Stores will contain up-to-date data about
persons, buildings, companies, etc. Each government body will be required by law to
use the data from the Key Data Stores in an effort to force them to use up-to-date
data and to abandon the roughly 30.000 existing largely uncoupled separate systems
spread over the numerous government bodies. [STAAT]

Figure 1: E-government Key Data Store opperation [STAAT 06]

As can be seen from Figure 1, there will be several ways for corporations and its
residents to access the Key Data Stores, one of them being web services. In the
picture, the Key Data Stores can be seen at the right, at the left the corporations and
residents can be seen, at the centre the government bodies can be seen. The domain
of this thesis is the connection between the Key Data Stores and the government
agencies, as seen to the right in the image.
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1.2 Problem Statement
In order to integrate the systems at a number of government bodies, known as
waterschappen (water authorities), into the government Key Data Stores, a database is
used. This database contains the needed data from the government Key Data Stores
for a single water authority.

1.2.1 Centralized Database
This database solution brings with it several advantages, of which the following are
the most important. First, the water authority is not entirely dependant upon the Key
Data Stores. Only when new data, which is not yet present in the database, is needed,
the dependency is still in effect. Another reason in favour of this solution is that the
data is closer to the actual applications using them, which might ameliorate possible
latency issues. The notably most important reason for this solution is that each data
subscription at the government Key Data Stores will probably have to be paid for in
the near future. By using a database, not every application has to directly subscribe
to data at the Key Data Stores, but it can use the data to which the database is
subscribed. This results in fewer subscriptions, and thus lower costs, on data from
the Key Data Stores.

Figure 2 shows how the database, called BAS, is positioned within the water
authority. BAS acquires data from the government Key Data Stores shown on the
right. The client applications, shown on the left, (further referred to as clients) are
able to subscribe to the government data through BAS, after which BAS distributes
the data to the clients. Whenever the government pushes updates to BAS, BAS
pushes the updates to the clients which are subscribed to the data in question.
Whenever the water authority is in need to update data gotten from BAS, it is not
allowed to do so in BAS directly. It must make a request for change at the Key Data
Stores, which will then change the data and push an update.

The system described above, is an example of a distributed system. Tanenbaum
defines a distributed system as a collection of independent computers that appear to
the users of the system as a single coherent system [TANEN 02].

Figure 2: Domain

1.2.2 Replication
Replication is a technique in distributed data sharing where a component is copied, or
replicated, and kept consistent in order to improve availability and performance
[SAITO 02]. It may also be used to increase consistency and fault tolerance [KEMME
01]. Replication is used when there is a series of databases that should be and should
remain identical, even when changes are made at one of the replicas. Replication
algorithms process these changes and propagate them to the replicas. The replicas
are updated consistently.

The system, as depicted in Figure 2, has many similarities with replication: The
information that is stored in BAS is replicated to the clients inside the water
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authority. The clients are able to subscribe to subsets of data that are available in BAS
as explained above. The subsets to which the clients are subscribed to should remain
identical to the data stored in BAS at all times. This system is similar to that of a data
structure with replication. The difference between replication and this system is that
it may not issue updates from clients directly, which relaxes the problem.

1.2.3 SOA/WS
The problem of replication of data, is however complicated by the fact that the
system is implemented as part of a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) using Web
Services (WS). Web Services are self-contained units of work. These units can range
from large business processes to simple functions. Web Services are a technology
based upon the concepts of SOA, which defines a loosely coupled architecture
consisting of services that can call upon each other independent of implementation.
Web Services form the building blocks for creating distributed applications. They are
transported by a SOAP over TCP connection and described by a Web Service
Description Language (WSDL) file. And they can be published by a Universal
Description, Discovery, and Integration (UDDI) service. The issue raised by using
Web Services is that it causes a noticeable amount of overhead. [PAPA 03] [PAPA 06]

1.2.4 Research Problem
The research problem is related to the function of the replication algorithm. This
replication algorithm in BAS has to consistently update all clients. Upon data
changes or additional subscriptions, the subscribed clients are updated. Some
complications arise; for example, what happens if a replica is temporarily offline
when an update should be performed or a replica performs a faulty update?

In this document, we focus on the following research problem:

Which replication algorithm is a good choice, with respect to which parameters of replication,
for implementing the data distribution for the water authorities?

In order to answer the above question, we shall look into the following sub-
questions:

- Which form of replication fulfils the requirements of the system?

- Are existing algorithms insufficient for use in the system, and if so, why?

- What kind of algorithm can be designed that satisfies the replication parameters?

- Is it possible to implement the resulting algorithm with SOA/WS?

-  Does the designed algorithm satisfy the performance load and restrictions such as
consistency constraints?

By answering the above questions, this document contributes to the choices made in
future implementations for integrating the water authorities with the Key Data
Stores.

1.3 Organization of the Thesis
This document is organized in such a way that it answers the sub-questions from the
previous section in the same order as they are listed there.

Chapter 2 discusses replication, its parameters, three replication architectures, and
compares them by the parameters. In Chapter 3 we examine which replication
parameters are required in order to come to an acceptable solution to the problem
sketched in this chapter. This is done by mapping the requirements to the replication
parameters from Chapter 2. The outcome of this mapping is then compared to the
replication architectures discussed in the second chapter. By discussing these issues
Chapters 2 and 3 answer the first three sub-questions.

Following, Chapter 4 explains the architecture of the implemented system,
answering the third and fourth sub-question in detail. Finally, in Chapter 5 we define
and perform a number of test scenarios in order to answer the final sub-question. We
end by concluding the results and defining future work in Chapter 6.
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2. State of the Art
“Get your facts first. Then you can distort them as you please.”

- Mark Twain

2.1 Introduction
Replication is a technique used in information systems where data is made
redundant between systems to improve availability and performance, or increase
consistency and fault tolerance of a system [KEMME 01] [SAITO 02]. By copying, or
replicating, data at several different points called replicas, the data has become more
available to clients; systems in need of that data. Also by using more copies at
different replicas, the entire replication system called a cluster can service more
clients, increasing performance. On the other hand, replication can also be used to
improve consistency and fault tolerance. In this case the replication cluster is used to
agree upon the correct value of the multiple copies of the data kept within the
cluster. Since the concept of replication has many similarities with the system
suggested for implementation at the water authorities, we look at the key features of
replication. Also a number of known replication architectures and systems are
compared, in particular Bayou, Gossip, and Virtual Synchrony.

2.2 Replication Parameters for Comparison
There are several parameters in which replication algorithms can differ. By
describing these parameters before discussing the algorithms themselves it will be
easier to classify them. The parameters are discussed along a number of axes which
define how consistency is enforced by the algorithm. These axes will be discussed in
this paragraph and used within the rest of the thesis.

2.2.1 Consistency vs Performance
The first axis along which a replication algorithm can be placed is the one
considering consistency versus performance (Figure 3). The primary requirement of
replication is to enforce consistency between replicas, or sites [SAITO 05]. However,
the performance requirement of the system must also be met. The stricter the
consistency policy is, the lower the performance - and vice versa.

Figure 3: Consistency versus Performance axis

Consistency policies can be categorized into two domains; the data-centric policies
and the client-centric policies. Data-centric policies state how different concurrent
processes view the effects of possibly concurrent writes and reads. Client-centric
policies however only describe how consistency holds for one process. When a client-
centric policy is used, concurrent writes from different processes might still lead to
consistency conflicts in the data. [TANEN 02]

Data-Centric Consistency Policies
In the area of data-centric consistency policies the strict and weak consistency policies
are at both ends of the spectrum. Strict consistency is the most stringent policy in the
spectrum. Strict consistency states that “any read on a data item x returns a value
corresponding to the result of the most recent write on x” [TANEN 02]. As described,
strict consistency expects some kind of absolute global time to determine the ‘most
recent’ write, which is impossible in a distributed system [LAMP 78] [TANEN 02].
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A weaker policy than strict consistency is sequential consistency. The sequential
consistency policy states that “a Data Store is sequential consistent when the result of any
execution is the same as if the operations by all processes on the Data Store were executed in
some sequential order and the operations of each individual process appear in this sequence in
the order specified by its program” [TANEN 02]. In summary, all interleafing orderings
of the operations are correct as long as they are in the order defined by the program,
but all processes see the same interleafing of operations.

Single-copy consistency, or linearizability, is a slightly stronger consistency policy than
sequential consistency. Linearizability guarantees that a set of operations done at a
single replica will compute the same result as them being done among different
replicas [SAITO 05]. It is the same as sequential consistency, except that it also expects
that an operation preceding another operation is executed in the same order, hence
the interleafing of operations is a stricter one [TANEN 02].

Weak consistency resides at the other end of the data-centric consistency policy
spectrum. It is one of the less stringent data-centric policies. In contrast to the other
policies, weak consistency uses synchronization variables which are utilized to
synchronize all replicas. All processes see all operations on these synchronization
variables in the same order; access to them is sequentially consistent. When
synchronization takes place, it forces all past and current writes to complete
everywhere. Also when the replicated data item is read, all previous
synchronizations have been completed. These three properties together enforce weak
consistency. [TANEN 02]

Client-Centric Consistency Policies
Client-centric consistency policies aim at replication where little simultaneous
updating takes place, or issues created by simultaneous updating can be easily
solved [TANEN 02]. Such situations are in need of a very weak consistency policy,
known as eventual consistency. Eventual consistency guarantees only that the state of
the replicas will eventually converge in the absence of (numerous) updates [SAITO
05] [TANEN 02]. Effectively it only requires that updates are propagated to all
replicas [TANEN 02]. Eventual consistency will however generate problems when
clients contact different replicas since these may not be in a consistent state yet
[TANEN 02]. Client-centric consistency policies - such as monotonic reads,
monotonic writes, read your writes, and writes follow reads - aim at solving this
problem [TANEN 02].

2.2.2 Optimistic vs Pessimistic Replication
Optimistic versus Pessimistic replication has to do with the consistency policy of the
system. Pessimistic replication is a form of replication which synchronously
coordinate replicas during access and which enforces a strict policy of locking
replicas unless they are provably up-to-date [SAITO 05]. Optimistic approaches
differ from pessimistic ones in that they do not block access to replicas with the
optimistic assumption that conflicts will only occur rarely, if it all, and that conflicts
can be fixed afterwards [SAITO 05].

2.2.3 Single vs Multi-Master
Another axis along which a replication algorithm can be defined is the single master
versus multi-master, or master versus group, axis. A master within this context is a
replica which may issue updates [SAITO 02]. A replica which is not a master is called
a slave and may not be written to by clients [SAITO 05]. Clients may thus only read
from slaves.

In a single master system, all updates originate at the master and are then
propagated to the slaves, such systems may also be called caching systems [GRAY 96]
[SAITO 05]. Multi-master systems allow more than one replica to issue updates
[SAITO 05]. Some systems allow every replica to issue updates, this is called update
anywhere [GRAY 96].

2.2.4 Lazy vs Eager Replication
The axis concerning lazy versus eager replication expresses the level of atomicity of
the updates. Atomicity is the property that either all tasks within an operation are
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performed or none of them are. In the case of eager replication, the whole cluster of
replicas is updated as a single atomic transaction [GRAY 96]. Hence, when one
replica fails to update, the whole update across the cluster is aborted. Lazy
replication however, allows the initial update request to commit at one replica, after
which the update is propagated asynchronously to the other replicas [GRAY 96].

This axis is also related to the consistency. In the case of eager replication, the
atomicity of the updates enforces a very stringent consistency within the entire
cluster.  Lazy replication, which does not update all replicas as a single atomic
transaction, does not enforce consistency.

2.2.5 Passive vs Active Replication
The passive versus active replication axis is related to fault tolerance. Within the
active variant of replication updates and queries are sent to all replicas, which then
compute the update independently, but identically, and reply. In this way fault
tolerance is guaranteed up to f failures in a system with 2f+1 replicas. [COUL 01]

The passive variant processes the update at a master which then propagates the
update to the other replicas [COUL 01]. Although eager replication and active
replication are quite similar, the difference is that active replication is not necessarily
atomic. Passive replication and lazy replication are however the same, but passive
replication focuses on fault tolerance and lazy replication focuses on the atomicity
the updates.

2.2.6 Push vs Pull Mechanism
Push versus pull has to do with the propagation technique used within the
replication cluster. When pull is used, a replica must manually or periodically poll
the other replicas for updates [SAITO 05]. When push is used, a replica with updates
sends the updates to the other replicas proactively [SAITO 05].

When pull is used the consistency of the system can not be a very stringent one since
the polling will be done periodically. In the time between each poll, the replicas
might become inconsistent. As a result a cluster using pull can not use eager
replication as well.

2.2.7 Unicast vs Multicast
Unicasting versus multicasting is often strongly related to push and pull [TANEN
02]. In a unicasting system a message is sent to each replica separately, whereas in a
multicasting system one single message is sent to a number of different replicas
simultaneously by using the underlying network its functionality [TANEN 02].

The choice in using unicasting is often related to the choice of using a pull
mechanism [TANEN 02]. Since each pull from a replica is often handled
independently, unicasts are used. Alternatively when the system pushes the updates,
using multicasts is often cheaper [TANEN 02].

2.2.8 Operation vs State Transfer
The operation versus state transfer axis defines in which form an update is
propagated towards the other replicas by a master. When operation transfer is used,
the operation itself is propagated to the other replicas which then each execute it
[SAITO 02]. For example, when 30 is to be added to a field in the cluster, the master
executes the command and then propagates the same command to each replica
which executes it. When state transfer is used, the master executes the command and
then the master’s resulting state is propagated to the other replicas [SAITO 02]. For
example, when 30 is again to be added to a field, the master executes the command
and then propagates the resulting state of the field to the other replicas. The
granularity of a state transfer may differ between implementations, e.g. state transfer
of a table, record, or field.
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2.2.9 Syntactic vs Semantic Scheduling
The syntactic versus semantic axis states something about the scheduling technique
used when ordering requests. Syntactic scheduling sorts operations based only on
information about when, where and by whom operations were submitted, and thus
uses the “happened before” [LAMP 78] relationship of messages [SAITO 05]. Semantic
scheduling however sorts operations by exploiting semantic properties such as
commutativity or idempotency of operations, this is however only applicable in an
operation transfer system [SAITO 05].

Consider for example a situation where user A tries to withdraw item X from an
empty pool, and user B deposits item X. When syntactic ordering is used, user A his
command will be executed first and will fail because the pool is empty. When
semantic ordering is used however, it could be implemented so that user B his
command is executed first and then user A his command, resulting in two successful
operations.

Next let us consider some replication architectures.

2.3 Bayou
The Bayou replication system is based upon the hypothesis that the applications or
clients know best on how to solve conflicting updates [TERRY 95]. It thus offers ways
for applications to state how such conflicts are resolved in case they arise. Within its
cluster, Bayou exchanges updates between two replicas by a process called anti-
entropy [PETER 97]. In this process a pair of replicas compare and merge each others
write logs. By using this mechanism for update propagation, the Bayou replication
system is a very flexible one and can be used areas with weak connectivity [TERRY
95] such as mobile computing or even by using transportable media [PETER 97].

2.3.1 Overview
An overview of the Bayou system is shown in Figure 4. The system consists of a
number of replicas running on several different server machines or in some cases,
such as with mobile computing, even on client machines [TERRY 95]. A replica in
Bayou consists of an ordered list of updates, called a write log, and a database
resulting from the execution of that log [PETER 97]. Applications running on clients
access the data through an Application Programming Interface (API) at the client.
The replication algorithm allows each client to update and read at each replica. The
replicas then exchange the updates in the background through a process called pair-
wise anti-entropy [PETER 97]. During this process replica A will question replica B
for its write log and send it the writes it is missing. Replica B then updates its log
with the new writes, updating its database in the process. This process will be
explained in detail in Section 2.3.3.
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Figure 4: Bayou System Model [TERRY 95]

The Bayou API at the client offers applications two procedures: A read and a write
procedure. The read procedure offers the application to retrieve data from the
replicas within the cluster, and the write procedure provides applications with a way
to issue updates.

2.3.2 Bayou Write Messages
In order to accommodate for Bayou its hypothesis that the application knows best
how to solve conflicts, the Bayou write offered through its API consists of three
elements: A set of updates, a dependency check, and a merge procedure [PETER 97].
The latter two are at the base of satisfying the hypothesis, and are both provided by
the client, together with the set of updates.

The dependency check provided by the client is used as a precondition for
performing the set of updates in the write [TERRY 95]. It consists of a query and its
expected result. Before updating its database, the replica executes the query. In the
case that the result from running the query does not provide an outcome equal to the
expected result provided by the client, the set of updates is not performed. Instead
the client provided merge procedure is executed.

The merge procedure provided by the client is used when conflicts are detected by
Bayou after running the dependency check described above [TERRY 95]. The merge
procedure will try and resolve the conflict in a way as provided by the client. It does
so by using application and domain specific knowledge related to the set of updates
within the write [TERRY 95]. The merge procedure will query the replica its database
for information and combines this with its application and domain specific
knowledge to find a suitable solution. When such a solution is found, the merge
procedure will provide a revised update which then can be applied to the database
[TERRY 95].

2.3.3 Anti-entropy
When a replica in Bayou receives a write from an application, it assigns a timestamp
to it called an accept-stamp [PETER 97]. This accept-stamp is then, together with the
replica its identifier, used to define the order of the writes within the write log. An
update accepted by a replica is then executed and listed as being tentative.

Bayou uses a process called pair-wise anti-entropy to synchronize its replicas. During
this process, two replicas agree upon a merge of the write logs. The process starts by
the sending replica S requesting the receiving replica R its write log. The sending
replica S then compares R his write log with its own and sends R all updates which
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exist in its own write log and not in R its write log [PETER 97]. This anti-entropy
process can be done at random between a random two replicas or in some fixed way
resulting from knowledge of the cluster. Whenever a write is inserted in the receiver
its write log, all tentative updates listed in the write log after it are rolled back. After
the roll back is completed, the newly inserted write and the rolled back writes are (re-
)executed [PTER 97].

A write becomes stable or committed when its position within the write log is fixed
and thus can not change anymore [PETER 97]. Committed writes never need to be re-
executed at a server which has it listed as being committed. Bayou uses a primary
replica to commit writes, and thus to stabilize the cluster [PETER 97]. Stable writes are
moved to the beginning of the write log, after the earlier committed writes and
before all tentative writes. Therefore, during anti-entropy, stable writes are always
propagated before any tentative ones. All except a tail of committed writes can be
discarded from the write log, which otherwise would grow to indefinite size. The tail
is kept in order to propagate the fact a write was committed.

2.3.4 Parameters
The parameters introduced earlier in this chapter can be used to categorize the Bayou
replication system. We shall identify where Bayou exists on each of the axis
described there.

Bayou enforces an eventual consistency policy [PETER 97]. Eventual consistency is
guaranteed by the anti-entropy process which will eventually propagate all writes to
all replicas. Furthermore, this process is sped up by the use of a primary replica
which commits updates even before they might have propagated through the whole
cluster.

Replicas in Bayou are not blocked with the pessimistic assumption that conflicts will
occur. It is therefore a form of Optimistic replication. Replicas which are too far out of
synch are simply brought back up to date by a full state transfer [PETER 97].

Bayou offers an update everywhere culture [PETER 97], and hence is a multi-master
system. Client applications are allowed to send updates at any server the like,
however only the primary replica may actually commit them. Due to this, Bayou is
also a lazy replication algorithm; updates are not committed at all replicas in a single
atomic transaction like in eager algorithms. Since Bayou is a lazy replication system,
it is also a passive replication system.

During the pair-wise anti-entropy process, Bayou pushes the missing or committed
writes from one replica to another. Hence it also uses unicasts to send its writes
between a pair of replicas. The writes it sends contains a set of updates, a
dependency check, and a merge procedure; thus it uses operation transfer to propagate
updates between replicas so that applications can specify when conflicts occur and
how to solve them.

In Bayou, the write logs are ordered and merged by using the accept-stamp, the
commit, and the replica that accepted the write in the first place [PETER 97]. These
ordering or scheduling techniques all fall under syntactic ordering techniques. Bayou
thus uses syntactic ordering.
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2.4 Gossip
The Gossip replication algorithm is based upon messages being sent between
replicas. The algorithm operates similarly to gossiping between humans. When
someone hears a rumour, he will automatically start talking to friends and
neighbours about this gossip, such that these people are also familiar with it.
Changes in database replicas are treated similarly with the Gossip principle. When a
change occurs at one replica, it propagates this ‘gossip’ to another replica. Database
replicas do this regular in Gossip, such that all replicas will eventually receive all
updates in the system.

2.4.1 Overview
The analogy of the previous sections holds perfectly; by gossiping, rumours spread
around very fast. This is exactly the purpose of database replication; updates at
various replicas should be processed at all replicas as soon as possible, while the
system should remain available for data requests.

The standard Gossip architecture exists of a limited set of replicas that are accessible
by clients, where each client has its own front end. This can be seen in the Figure 5.
Clients can perform updates on data in a replica or request (query) data from a
replica, through its own front end [COUL 01].

There are three types of updates ordering, Causal, Forced and Immediate, which will
be elaborated on in Section 2.4.3. It also shows how the replicas (RM) answer to the
update and query messages from the front ends. The communication between the
replicas is performed by the so-called gossips, as will be explained in the next
section.

Within Gossip it is assumed that there is a low ratio of updates compared to queries.
Replicas are known, limited in number and highly available and finally it is also
assumed that all updates are causally executed, or ordered before executing [LADIN
92], such that there are no concurrent updates.

Figure 5: Typical Gossip Architecture

2.4.2 Gossiping
Gossiping refers to the communication between the replicas. These replicas keep
each other informed by ’gossiping’ update messages to each other. The actual
consistency within a Gossip system is related to the frequency of update
propagation, the availability of the replicas and the type and amount of the updates
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because these properties directly influence the time it takes for an update to
propagate to all replicas. However, as explained in the next section, Gossip does
define different types of update that assume eventual or weak consistency. The
Gossip system does not define this, and therefore leaves it implementation specific.

Gossip messages consist of two items, the log with updates and the timestamp from
the sending replica. The log holds all updates that where not committed at the
sending replica, and the timestamp holds the update id from the sending replica. The
log contains all uncommitted updates, because an update is only committed when
update is known. An update is considered known, when the replica that initiates the
update, has received the very same update from all replicas, which means that the
update is received at all replicas and that it is propagated back to the originating
replica [LADIN 92]. When an update is considered known, it is deleted from the log.
In Gossip the updates are causal, thus it is known upon which previous updates an
update depends. The replica knows these previous updates because they are stored
in each update.

Upon receiving a gossip message, the replica merges the log from the gossip with its
own log. Updates in the gossip are added to the replica its log only when the
timestamp is lower than the timestamp from the replica. The replica then applies the
updates whose dependencies have been fulfilled. The updates are deleted from the
log when they are ‘known’ throughout all replicas.

The gossip messages containing updates are periodically propagated between
replicas, which are all somehow connected. The updates are executed causally and
they are only deleted when they are known at all replicas. This means that the
updates are eventually executed and that the system is eventual consistent.

2.4.3 Update and Query Messages
There are two types of messages that originate from the client, the update message
and the query message. An update proposes a change in the data of the database
while a query places a request for data. The front end handles these messages
differently.

The front end knows the timestamp from the replica that the client has used the last
time. Upon contact with a replica, the front end checks that the replica it contacts is at
least as new as the last replica it has connected to, such that it does not retrieve or
update outdated data. When the client executes a query request, the front end
contacts a replica that has a timestamp that is at least as new as the timestamp of the
front end. The replica executes the request and the front end sends the result to the
client [LADIN 92].

This is slightly different with updates messages.  Not only are there three types of
updates, Causal, Forced and Intermediate but they are also have a different return
point than queries. An update is sent to at least one replica or to f+1 replicas in order
to achieve fault tolerance up to f failures [COUL01].

When the replica receives a Causal update, it treats it as a gossip message, it
compares the update and timestamp and adds the update to its log and updates its
timestamp. Checking the timestamp seems trivial since it is an update from a client,
but when the update is send to more than one replica, it might occur that a replica
receives the update with a gossip from the front end. When the replica has executed
the update, it replies to the client.

Forced and Immediate updates behave different. Where Causal updates have to be
executed sequentially on each replica, Forced updates have to be executed
sequentially on all replicas at once. This forces the replicas to be more consistent.
However, this means that there has to be a primary replica manager that coordinates
the Forced updates. An election scheme should be in place that elects a new primary
replica in case of failure at this one primary replica in order to uphold the character
of a highly available system [COUL 01].

The Immediate updates are even stricter. They are applied as a three phase
transaction, where the update again is structured by the primary replica manager. In
the first phase of this transaction, the pre-prepare phase, the replicas have to send
their logs and timestamp and they are locked for updates. In the seconds phase the
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replicas are locked for queries as well. When all replicas are locked, the gossip
message containing the Immediate update is send. Upon execution of the Immediate
message, the replicas start gossiping and they are released when the Immediate
update is known across all replicas. The Immediate update is executed on the newest
consistent data, because the gossip containing the update also contains the log of all
previous uncommitted updates.

2.4.4 Parameters
In this section we show how and motivate why the Gossip replication algorithm
satisfies the Parameters from Section 2.2.

The position of Gossip on the scale of consistency versus performance depends on
the ratio of updates and queries, and the type of updates, Causal, Forced or
Immediate, to which side the scale bends. Queries require less capacity that updates,
thus a low query/updates ratio has a positive effect on the performance and as long
as there are few updates, the system is also likely to be consistent. However, a system
with only Causal and Forced updates is eventual consistent since it gossips the
updates around. A system with only Immediate updates is weak consistent because it
forces the updates to be executed immediately at all replicas. The immediate update
acts as a synchronization variable, it makes sure that all replicas are synchronized at
the moment the update is executed [COUL 01].

When Gossip consists of all types of updates it is an optimistic replication protocol.
Since updates can be propagated at all times and queries can always be executed,
unless an Immediate update takes place. However, Gossip is only developed for the
assumption that there are no concurrent updates, only Causal, Forced and
Immediate. While Optimistic replication implies that concurrent updates are
supported.  One could argue that Gossip seems to be pessimistic because client
cannot contact replicas that are older than it has contacted before, which gives the
impression that the replica is blocked. However, in contrast with pessimistic
replication, the replica is still accessible by older clients.

Both Single master and Multi master configurations are supported. However, for Multi
master systems that support Forced and Immediate updates, there has to be an
election scheme in place that elects a primary replica in case that has not happened
yet, or when there are problems with the current primary replica.

Just as one would expect from a protocol based on gossiping between people, it is a
lazy replication algorithm rather than eager. While gossiping, one does not wait until
everyone you want to inform about the gossip is in the vicinity, one you starts
talking to whoever wants to know about it. The gossiping protocol does this as well,
the nearby replicas are updated. This is a form of lazy replication.

Whether Gossip is active or passive depends on the type of updates.  Causal and
Totally ordered updates are considered passive because they instantly get an answer
from the primary replica they contact. The update is propagated from the primary
replica to the other replicas. With Immediate ordering, the updates are propagated to
all replicas before the result is returned, therefore this is a form of active replication.

Gossips are being sent from the one replica to the other replica on the initiative of the
sending replica, which is a push system. The updates are not being sent to all other
replicas as once as part of a multicast, but to a limited amount of nearby replicas via
a Unicast. The updates are gossiped to the other replicas rather than there result;
operation transfer. The updates are causal, and therefore sequential, thus there is no
possibility to order the updates. Gossip does not perform syntactic or semantic
scheduling. However since it does not support concurrent updates, updates are
executed sequentially and therefore it can be argued that Gossip ‘sorts’ the messages
based on time, which is a property of syntactic scheduling.
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2.5 Virtual Synchrony
Other than the two systems described above, virtual synchrony is not designed with
database replication in mind. Instead it is often viewed as being a reliable group
communication mechanism for distributed systems. Virtual synchrony is commonly
used in situations where applications replicate data which evolves at fast pace.
Virtual synchrony was developed for the ISIS toolkit [BIRM 87A][BIRM 87B].

2.5.1 Overview
Virtual synchrony offers reliable multicasting services. A multicast is said to be
virtually synchronous when a message multicast to a list of processes is delivered to
each stable process in that list, and that in the case of a crash of the sender the
message is delivered to all processes which remain, or is ignored by all of them
[TANEN 02]. A virtual synchronous execution is characterized by the fact that all
processes see the same events in the same order [BIRM 87A][BIRM 87B].

Virtual Synchrony contains groups. Each group can encompass one or more items
which are replicated between the processes in the group. Processes can join and leave
these groups freely. And all processes agree on the list of processes in the group,
which is called a view. When a process joins or leaves a group a view change takes
place in the form of a join or leave announcement to the group. In this process the
current view v is updated to view v+1 which contains the updated list of members of
the group. All members agree upon this new view. When a process joins a group,
another member of the group is asked to capture the current state of the group and to
send it to the new member [BIRM 87A][BIRM 87B][TANEN 02].

All processes in a group can multicast events, in the form of messages, to the group.
These events can be about the items in the group or the group itself. The latter could
for example be an event regarding the joining or leaving of a process [BIRM
87A][BIRM 87B].

Virtual synchrony enforces that a message sent during one view is always delivered
within that same view. In other words a message is sent to all processes that were in
the view at the time that it was sent, and is fully delivered before the next view
change. This guarantee is enforced by the fact that all messages in the system are
flushed before the actual view change [BIRM 87A][BIRM 87B][FRIED 95].

Figure 6: Virtual Synchrony Timeline Model

A timeline model of Virtual Synchrony is depicted in Figure 6. It starts with a
situation where the group has only one member: p. Next, a number of view changes
takes place due to process q and r joining the group. During these view change the
joining process is brought up to date by the others which transfer the state of the
group to the joining process. This is depicted by a blue oval with a green arrow.
Process t, a non-member, in the mean time sends the group some message which is
processed by the group. Process q then crashes and is removed from the group as
soon as the other group members notice the crash. Process s then joins the group, and
is brought up to date. After which the initial process p leaves the group. It is worth
noticing that all messages send within the group are delivered before the next view
change.
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2.5.2 Message Ordering
The order of messages in virtual synchrony is not fixed to one certain ordering. In
general three different options are regarded for ordering messages sent by a single
process; No ordering, FIFO-ordering, and Causal-ordering. And one optional ordering is
regarded for the order in which the messages are received by all processes; Total-
ordered delivery [TANEN 02].

As expected, no ordering offers no ordering at all between messages sent by the same
process. FIFO ordering insists that messages sent by the same process are delivered
in the same order as they were sent [TANEN 02]. And the causal-ordered option
orders messages in such a way that potential causality between messages sent by the
same process is preserved [FRIED 95][LAMP 78][TANEN 02].

Next to these three ordering options, there is also the option to enforce Total-ordered
delivery. This option ensures that messages are delivered in the same order
everywhere regardless of the orderings described above. [FRIED 95][TANEN 02].

2.5.3 Strong and Weak Virtual Synchrony
The notion of strong and weak virtual synchrony was first introduced by Friedman
and van Renesse in their work for the redesign of Isis called Horus [FRIED 95].
During the time that a view change takes place in virtual synchrony not all processes
have agreed upon the new view. Since the list of processes in the group is unclear
while a view change takes place, messages are blocked during this time period
[FRIED 95]. Such a blocking implementation of virtual synchrony is called strong
virtual synchrony [FRIED 95].

Weak virtual synchrony offers an alternative mechanism to blocking messages
during view changes. It proposes a temporary suggested view during view changes.
Processes can send messages in this suggested view which are then guaranteed to be
delivered within the next view [FRIED 95].

2.5.4 Parameters
The parameters introduced earlier in this chapter can be used to categorize virtual
synchrony. We shall pinpoint where virtual synchrony resides on each of the axis.

The level of consistency implemented in virtual synchrony depends on the message
orderings chosen. In general the consistency level lies within the data-centric
consistency domain. When for example FIFO-ordering and Total-ordered delivery is
used, the level of consistency approaches linearizability. When no ordering at all is
used, the implementation approaches weak consistency (with view changes seen as
synchronization variables).

Virtual synchrony is a pessimistic algorithm. It actively removes processes from a
group when it unresponsive [BIRM 87A][BIRM 87B]. In other words, processes
which are not provably up to date are removed from the group.

Virtual synchrony is also a multi-master system; all processes in a group are allowed
to issue updates to the group [BIRM 87A] [BIRM 87B].

Since virtual synchrony requires all processes to agree upon receiving a message or
none of them process it, virtual synchrony resides at the eager side of the lazy versus
eager replication axis [BIRM 87A][BIRM 87B]. Because of the same requirement,
virtual synchrony is also considered to be an active replication algorithm.

Virtual synchrony pushes messages to the processes in a group by multicasting the
messages to the whole group [BIRM 87A] [BIRM 87B]. Virtual synchrony thus is a
pushing algorithm and uses multicasting to accomplish this.

State transfer and operation transfer can in theory both be used with virtual
synchrony. It only argues about the fact that messages are being sent, and not what
these messages contain. Therefore both transfer modes could be implemented.
Although several message ordering techniques can be used with virtual synchrony,
with the exception of using no ordering they all fall within the syntactic scheduling
techniques. No ordering of course offers no scheduling technique at all.
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2.6 System Comparison
The previously described replication algorithms will now be compared against the
parameters that were mentioned in Section 2.2.2. Table 1 shows the result of the
comparison. Each column in the table describes one of the three replication algorithm
against the parameters that are listed in the row of the parameters column. The tones
of grey signify the differences between the algorithms. For example, in the row with
performance vs. consistency, performance is emphasized by the brighter grey and
consistency by the dark grey. Intermediate properties have been given a grey value
in between those grey values.

Parameter Bayou Gossip
Virtual

Synchrony
Performance vs.
Consistency

Eventual
Weak to
Eventual

Linearizable to
Weak

Optimistic vs.
Pessimistic replication

Optimistic Optimistic Pessimistic

Multi- vs.
Single– master

Multi Multi Multi

Lazy vs.
Eager replication

Lazy Lazy Eager

Passive vs.
Active replication

Passive Either Active

Push vs.
Pull mechanism

Push Push Push

Unicast vs.
Multicast

Unicast Either Multicast

Operation vs.
State transfer

Operation Operation Either

Syntactic vs.
Semantic scheduling

Syntactic Syntactic Syntactic

Table 1: Comparison of Replication Algorithms

We observe that Bayou and Gossip have a lot of parameters in common. Virtual
Synchrony has only a few similarities with the other two algorithms. We notice that
Virtual Synchrony enforces are much stricter consistency policy, which in turn affects
the other parameters. All replication algorithms use a push mechanism for a multi
master system. All of them also schedule the updates syntactically.

The reason that Virtual Synchrony behaves different lies in the original purpose of it.
Originally Virtual Synchrony was designed for reliable group messaging with
changing groups. In the data replication context it means that a group is defined as a
service and the group members are the subscribing clients. They messages that are
being multicast to the groups are the updates in data replication. Virtual Synchrony
is ideal for stable groups with a high level of consistency.

Bayou and Gossip are more related to data replication systems. They usually assume
a fixed amount of replicas and updates are assumed to be eventually propagated to
all replicas. This lack of stricter forms of consistency and replication is the difference
with Virtual Synchrony. Bayou is an excellent choice for data replication with a fixed
amount of domain specific replicas and clients, since they need to implement an API
at client and server side in order to implement the logic for solving conflicting
updates.

Gossip is also a good choice for configurations with a fixed amount of replicas. When
replicas are added they should be brought up to date and get a timestamp according
to that. Also the replicas should be aware of the new replica. Therefore Gossip is a
good solution for configurations with a fixed amount of replicas and with a high
amount of updates, where it is allowed that clients sometimes might receive
outdated results, when that data is already changed on a different replica.
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3. System Design
“Now that we have all this useful information, it would be nice to be able to do

something with it.”

- UNIX Programmer's Manual

3.1 Introduction
In order to select the best fitting replication algorithm it is important to check it
against the constraints that are set. System design contributes in the design of these
constraints, which in turn are based on the requirements. Algorithms satisfy
constraints in different approaches and from different angles. It is important for the
E-government system that the algorithm can distribute the updates in the data source
and that it can handle the payload of the updates.

The next section explains the requirements the algorithm has to satisfy. The
requirements were filtered from the Rational Unified Process (RUP) op Maat[DEKK 06]
Vision document created earlier in the project and were agreed upon by the client.
They lead to a choice of parameters mentioned in the previous chapter, such as
optimistic or pessimistic replication and synchronous or asynchronous
communication. The state of the art algorithms, Bayou, Gossip and Virtual
Synchrony, are checked against the replication parameters, which leads to the
eventual choice for the most suitable algorithm.

3.2 Requirements Engineering
The requirements that the module for distribution should satisfy can be divided into
two types, functional and non-functional requirements. Functional requirements are
directly related with specific functions of the program. Non-functional requirements
are related to the overall specifications of related functions. Examples of non-
functional requirements are performance and security; these are not directly related
to the functionality of a program, but with all parts of the program.

3.2.1 Functional Requirements
These requirements are related to the functionality of the replication and distribution
algorithm. Ideally the algorithm should satisfy all the requirements, but this might
not always be possible due to conflicts between requirements or time constraints. In
this section, we observe that it is important to think about the order of sending
updates and how often updates are sent. Also synchrony and consistency are
discussed in the requirements.

F1. There is only one master database
The base of the project is the existing BAS database. This means that we work with
one single master database that replicates subsets of data to its slave databases. This
requirement must strictly be adhered to because the water authority will use one
combined data source: BAS.

F2. Concurrency of sending messages
The concurrency of sending messages is important with respect to the performance
of the system. When updates are sent as soon as possible, the performance of the
system increases because updates are assumed to arrive as soon as possible at a client
[STAAT]. Concurrently sending the updates gives the best performance because
updates can be sent instantly. However, one has to keep in mind that problems
might occur when updates are performed on the same data. Thus messages are
required to be sent sequential unless the execution of the updates is enforced to be
sequential at the client side.
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For example, regarding the ordering of messages, when there are two updates on the
same record and the first update is not committed, and the second is committed. The
first update will be executed again on a later time, overwriting the information of the
second update - resulting in inconsistency of data. Thus related updates must be sent
sequential with sequential ordering and unrelated updates could be sent
concurrently or the receiving client must make sure that updates are only executed if
they contain newer information than they have.

F3. Periodicity of messages
When we are talking about the periodicity of messages, we mean how much time
should pass before a batch of updates is sent. This is very closely related to the real-
time constraint: According to [STAAT] the clients have to work with the most recent
data. Ideally updates are sent in real-time, thus immediately after an update is
performed, it is sent to the replicas. This means that each update is sent individually.
For an increasing amount of updates and services, the amount of messages increases
exponentially. To keep the system scalable and performing, we relax the constraint to
use quasi real-time. During normal circumstances (e.g. continuous stream of updates,
no peaks), updates must be passed to the clients within 5 minutes, assuming that the
requesting client is available. Every 5 minutes the updates must be resend, until its
arrival is acknowledged by the client.

Update messages are sent to the clients based upon a time interval. The initiative of
sending the updates therefore lies with the distribution system and not with the
client.

F4. Messages are sent asynchronously
In order to let the performance be less depending on the clients, it has been decided
that the updates are sent asynchronously. When updates are sent asynchronously the
replication will be faster since the server does not have to wait for the response from
the client, and can start sending updates to the next client immediately.

The advantage for the client is that it does not have to acknowledge the update
immediately, but it can perform some consistency tests as well without slowing
down the update process for the other clients.

The disadvantage however is that one update now consists of two messages; the
update and the acknowledgement. This is affordable because of the aforementioned
advantages.

F5. Sent messages are always eventually received
In order to perform consistent replication we must guarantee that updates will
eventually be received by the clients. Of course it is possible that updates are not
received by the client the first time that they are sent. But it is important that they
eventually will, without flooding the system with messages.

F6. The system only sends the messages to the client
When we assume that updates are solely send to the client, we reduce the chance of
violating privacy constraints: On the one hand, the server is not allowed any other
communication with the client than sending updates. On the other hand, the client
has no access to the server and its data. This is legitimate because we are working in
a controlled environment and with a proof of concept application.

Furthermore this implies that the messages are sent asynchronously, the distribution
module keeps on sending updates to clients without waiting for the
acknowledgement. Using a synchronous messaging system would mean that it
should wait for the response of the client, which takes time. Asynchronous
messaging thus results in an improvement in sending updates around. The client is
responsible for checking, processing, and acknowledging the updates by invoking a
web service.

F7. Clients are not allowed to exchange data between each other
The system assumes a single master system (F1). The update messages are solely
retrieved from the single master, and propagated to the replicas by the distribution
module. These update messages are send from the single master to its replicas, not
the other way around, and not between clients.
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F8. Clients cannot change data in BAS directly
When clients are not allowed to change data in BAS directly, it seems to imply that
data in BAS is not changeable by the client, which is not true. The E-government
system wants a special way of changing, updating and researching data. This is
called the feedback duty. The feedback duty proposes that the clients cannot change
the data coming from BAS, but that they are obliged to use a feedback component to
mark the data that has to be changed. The administration from the Key Data Stores
then has to check that data for correctness.

Thus clients cannot change their data, but they are obliged to report possibly
incorrect data to the feedback component. When data is changed in the Key Data
Store it will automatically be propagated to the client through BAS. The main reason
for this construction is that the responsibility of the quality of the data lies at the Key
Data Stores.

F9. Clients are always connected
The main goal of the proof of concept application lies in testing the amount and load
of updates for a certain amount of services and clients. Failure of connectivity is
therefore not an issue while implementing the proof of concept. That means that we
can assume that clients are always available and connectable for the system.

F10. The replication algorithm uses state transfer to update clients
There are two possibilities regarding updates, state and operation transfer. State
transfer means that the new value of the record is sent to the replica, thus the
operation is executed once and the result is propagated. Operation transfer
propagates the operation that has to be executed at the replicas. Each replica needs to
execute the operation itself on the values is has.

The proof of concept works with inserting new values and not with operations on
data. The proof of concept can therefore stick to state transfer.

F11. Updates are pushed to the clients
The push method where updates are pushed from the distribution module to the
client is more efficient than the pull model, when the updates are propagated at real-
time. In the pull model updates are retrieved by the client. The push model is more
efficient because updates are assumed to occur infrequently, GBA records on average
only change once each two years [KEGEL 05]. When updates are supposed to be
propagated as soon as possible [STAAT], it is more efficient to push he updates as
they occur than  to constantly pull possible changes, since the client does not know
which records are updated. The pull model would be more efficient when updates
only have to be propagated periodically at the request of the client.

The push model also requires that the update logic is implemented at the distribution
side. Thus the distribution module is responsible for the load and sequence of the
updates in which time frame they are propagated.

F12. The system has no control over the clients
Since the proof of concept is about the distribution of data to the clients, it is not
related to the clients itself. The clients are implemented as stubs that save the updates
they receive and send acknowledgements when they receive an update. It is assumed
that clients will fulfill this functionality. This is however not related to the
functionality of the replication algorithm, which actually has no control over the
clients, and just propagates the updates to the clients. This is also in line with the
eventual environment in which the proof of concept will be produced, where clients
subscribe to services. The distribution module propagates the updates and the client
is responsible for receiving, processing and acknowledging the updates. Therefore
the responsibility of the client has to be kept at a minimum.

F13. The system replicates subsets of the total data
Because the system is subscription based, with subscriptions on existing services, we
have to replicate these services. A service is a subset of the data in BAS. Different
clients are subscribed to different services and not all clients have access to all data.
Therefore only the subsets of the database where the clients have access to may be
replicated.
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F14. The system has to be implemented with SOA/WS
The system has to be implemented with SOA and WS, because the goal of the proof
of concept is to prove whether or not this technique is useful for propagating updates
of services to clients and if this can be done sufficiently fast for increasing numbers.

F15. The system has to be implemented with Oracle Solutions
Ordina Oracle Solutions is an expert in Oracle solutions and uses this technique as a
house style. By doing an internship at Ordina one has the perfect possibility of
getting acquainted with Oracle and in specific the Oracle SOA Suite, which perfectly
relates to the previous requirement of using SOA/WS.

3.2.2 Non Functional Requirements
Non-functional requirements are those requirements that judge the operation of the
system. In contrast to the functional requirements, they do not describe any
functionality of the system. Although these requirements do not relate to system
functionality, they are a very important aspect of requirements engineering. The
replication algorithm should satisfy a number of non-functional requirements.
Although most non-functional requirements are necessary to satisfy, some are more
important than others. The most important ones are described here.

NF1. Performance
The system should operate in such a way that it is able to propagate each and every
update on the data store to the subscribed clients. By doing this, it should not strain
the data store in such a way that it is performing in an unsatisfactory way to requests
from other systems.

The Data Store will contain data from a total of eight government keydatastores, one
of these being the Gemeentelijke Basis Administratie (GBA) which holds data for
each resident of The Netherlands. According to the GBA-proposal, the E-government
organization expects to administrate a total of 20 million individuals. It is estimated
that on average each subject will change some of its data once each two years, thus a
total of 10 million updates are expected to be generated in a given year. Taking these
10 million changes a year while considering the worst case scenario that they are all
generated during work hours, being 250 days of work a year and 8 work hours a day,
we come at 5000 updates generated each hour on average, or 1.38 each second that
the system should be able to handle only for the GBA. [KEGEL 05]

Since a single water authority does not govern the whole Dutch population the
number of updates per second for the GBA is actually much lower. We estimate, in
collaboration with Rob Beikes, that the largest of the water authority governs an
eighth of the Dutch population. However since the GBA is only one of the eight
government Key Data Stores used, we still estimate a minimum amount of 1.38 * 8 / 8
= 1.38 updates per second. As the desired amount of updates the system should be
able to handle, we take the double to allow for a slight raise in data traffic in the
future and possible variance in the time between updates; 2.76 updates per second.

While handling on average 2.76 updates each second, the system should also be able
to handle sudden peaks in the amount of updates. A sudden peak of 5000 updates,
the amount that should be handled in an hour, should be resolved within one hour
while the normal amount of 2.76 updates a second are generated also.

NF2. Consistency
The replication algorithm must keep all its clients updated with the master database.
This is required by government regulation which states that each government body
is required by law to use the most recent information as found in the government
Key Data Stores [STAAT]. It should do so by enforcing consistency between the
master database and the clients at the level of eventual consistency.

Since the clients are standalone applications, each with its own database and data
scheme, the replication algorithm has no direct control over its clients. Without this
control, the replication algorithm can not enforce a much stricter consistency policy
than the eventual consistency one. However, since each client is only a read-only
replica in the replication cluster, and only reads from its own replica, a stricter policy
is unnecessary. As long as the replication algorithm sends the updates to the clients,
and the clients process the updates, it can be guaranteed that the clients always use
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the most recent version of the data it was sent. This is precisely what is required by
government regulation. Thus, we require that the clients process the updates timely.

NF3. Availability, reliability, stability and recoverability
As government regulation requires that each government body uses the most recent
information, as found in the government Key Data Stores, it is of imperative
importance that the system is reliable and stable at all times.

The system should be available always to send the latest updates to its clients in
order to guarantee that the clients are using the latest data. The system should be
able to fully recover itself after it becomes unavailable or crashes. This means that the
replication algorithm should exactly know which updates were received by its
clients, and which it needs to (re-)send.

NF4. Scalability
The system must be able to serve the number of up-to-date data-dependant
applications used at a single water authority at any moment of time.  Each of these
applications is in need of updates on a number of different subsets of data available
in BAS. However, since both the number of clients and subscriptions might increase
in the future, the system should be able to scale to handle such increased numbers.
The desired amount of applications and subscriptions the system should be able to
handle is currently set to ten applications which each require 26 different subsets of
data from BAS.

NF5. Timeliness
Since government regulations require that each government body uses the most
recent information, as found in the government Key Data Stores, it is important that
the replication algorithm sends each update to the subscribed clients as soon as
possible, or even in real-time.

Real-time delivery of updates to the clients would require a link between each client
and each subject in the database it is subscribed to. This would then result in such a
heavy load on the system that the performance requirements would not be met. It is
therefore decided that during normal operation any update on BAS should be
delivered within 5 minutes after its commit.

NF6. Interoperability
The communication between the system and its clients should be implemented using
web services. Since the clients of the replication algorithm are stand-alone
applications, each probably build by different vendors and using different
techniques, it is required to offer a subscription service which is usable by all clients.
Web services offer this interoperability.

3.3 Design Choices
Let us map the parameters discussed in Section 2.2 to the requirements from the
previous section. We compare these requirements for each choice in parameters to
find out what the best choice is for developing a successful distribution module to
propagate the updates in BAS to the clients.

The most relevant requirements are described and motivated for each parameter. For
example requirement F11, Sent messages are eventually received, is in favour of
eventual consistency. But it is in conflict with the non functional requirement about
Timeliness.

3.3.1 Eventual Consistency
Eventual consistency is the result of the choice in the axis of consistency and
performance. The balance between consistency and performance is a delicate one.
Ideally a replication algorithm is strictly consistent and fast enough to cope with the
huge amount of requested updates. This inevitably leads to conflicts, since increasing
consistency has a negative effect on performance. We discuss the requirements in
favour of consistency and performance, leading to the motivation of the choice for
Eventual consistency and the reasons for not choosing the other consistency types.

The need for strict consistency comes from the non functional requirements
Consistency and Timeliness which specify that clients must work with the most
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recent data. Functional requirement F8, Clients cannot change data in BAS directly, is
also in favour of strict consistency, because it means that consistency only has to be
enforced in one direction. That makes consistency less time consuming and has less
impact on the performance.

Performance is essential for the system because of the numbers in the non functional
requirement ‘Performance’, which envisions a heavy load. Relaxing strict consistency
is however possible because of F3, Periodicity of messages, and F5, Sent messages are
always eventually received. They state that a certain level of delay is acceptable.
Relaxing strict consistency is necessary because besides an enormous amount of
regular updates it is also required that peaks should be handled with certain ease as
well.

Strict consistency is the first data-centric consistency type and it is defined as ”Any
read on a data item x returns a value corresponding to the result of the most recent write on
x” [TANEN 02]. This cannot be enforced due to the time it takes to propagate an
update and it would mean that for each update a message should be send to the
client, which is not efficient and leads to lower performance. Strict consistency is also
not possible in absence of a global clock, which is nonexistent in distributed systems
[TANEN 02].

The next less strict consistencies are the linear and the sequential ones that accept
some delay in propagating the updates, but they demand that all replica’s yield the
same result upon a database query. Since our clients are locally only working with
their own database and therefore are not querying all replicas, this constraint is too
strict.

Weak consistency, relying on synchronisation variables, is lacking for the same
reason: Clients only work with their own replica, and cannot access any other replica.
Weak consistency performs a synchronisation operation which is executed
periodically to ensure that all replicas are similar. Therefore this algorithm is also
striving for completely consistent replicas, which is unnecessary because of the
previously mentioned reason.

The client-centric consistency models aim at databases that perform relatively few
updates or that there are only a few processes performing these updates. Causing
only few delays due to locking data while it is being updated. Eventual consistency is
an example of such a model. Eventual consistency assumes that updates are
eventually propagated to the replicas. But there is no strict constraint regarding
timeliness. Implementing this model means that one has the possibility to choose a
fitting balance between performance and consistency as long as updates are
eventually propagated. This form of consistency is justified because of the (non)
functional requirements:

1. F2, Concurrency of sending messages
2. F3, Periodicity of messages
3. F5, Sent messages are always eventually received
4. F8, Clients cannot change data in BAS directly
5. NF1, Performance
6. NF2, Consistency
7. NF5, Timeliness

The only relevant disadvantage is that there is no strict consistency and that updates
are not strictly propagated at real time, but this is acceptable as argued in the non
functional requirements Consistency and Timeliness.

3.3.2 Optimistic Replication
Pessimistic replication creates problems with the performance. It states that when the
replicas are updated, they are coordinated to synchronously perform the updates.
The replicas are locked during the updates of all replicas, thus the clients are not able
to access the replica. [SAITO 05]

The advantage of pessimistic replication is that all replicas are completely
synchronous and that updates are propagated immediately. This has a negative
impact on the Performance and it requires the application to have control of the
replicas which reside at the client. It also means that each database that is not up-to-
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date is blocked until it is updated. During that period the database is not accessible
for the client, meaning another loss in performance.

In optimistic replication the updates are not coordinated synchronously, but they are
individually propagated to the replicas under the assumption that there are
relatively few updates or they are originating from one source and that they are not
creating conflicts. A conflict may be that replicas are not consistent, however that is
not a problem because clients only access their own single replica. This assumption is
justified because updates are only performed by the BAS Data Store, not by the
replicas.

Optimistic replication is part of the solution to the problem because it accepts a
certain degree of inconsistency and it does not lock replicas unnecessarily. Since
nearly all requirements accept this degree of inconsistency and since they are aiming
at high performance, optimistic replication is preferred above pessimistic replication.

3.3.3 Single Master
The first functional requirement, F1, states that the system is to be based upon the
BAS Data Store. Therefore the system is a single master system. Updates are
propagated from this single master to the replicas as explained in F7. This is also in
accordance with F6, The system only sends the messages to the client, and F8, Clients
can not change data in BAS directly, which state that the updates in data are only
performed at BAS and that they will only be replicated from BAS to the replicas, not
the other way around.

3.3.4 Lazy Replication
When the master Data Store receives an update, it can be propagated to the replicas
in two ways, either in one transaction that updates all replicas at once (Eager) or with
one transaction per replica (Lazy).

Eager replication enforces a strict form of consistency, having a negative impact on
performance. Requirement F4 poses a disadvantage for Eager replication, it states
that messages are sent asynchronously, thus not in a transaction. F5 is also less strict;
it says the messages are only required to be eventually received. When a database is
increasing in size and the amount of replicas involved in a transaction increases, it
also increases the chance of failures in a transaction, decreasing the consistency,
scalability and performance.

On the other hand there is Lazy replication, with one transaction per replica, which is
in accordance with the requirements that pose a threat to Eager replication. Lazy
replication is justified by the functional requirements F4 and F5, and the non
functional requirements scalability and performance. Therefore Lazy replication is
preferred over Eager replication.

3.3.5 Passive Replication
With respect to Lazy and Eager replication we have added Passive and Active
replication, as they have great similarity. Lazy and Passive replication are seen as one
and the same, and since the system has to be Lazy, according to the previous section,
it also has to be Passive.

3.3.6 Push
The functional requirements F6, The system only sends messages to the client, F7,
The system only has to propagate the update messages from the single master to the
clients, and F11, Updates are pushed to the clients, suggest that the distribution
module propagates the updates to replicas, meaning that updates are pushed to the
client. Therefore the choice between push and pull automatically result in the push
model.

3.3.7 Unicast
Section 2.2.7 states that the choice between Unicast and Multicast is highly
dependant on the choice between Push and Pull. The Push model is related to
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Multicast and Pull to Unicast because a push is generally sent to more replicas and a
pull is related to one replica. Multicast would be more efficient because it is assumed
that there is a specific multicasting facility that is as efficient as one unicast. Also
assumed is the replication of entire databases, instead of replication of subsets.

Since replication of subsets is assumed, and multicast does not improve the system,
the choice has fallen on Unicasting. Finally multicasting means that messages with
updates are being send to al subscribers per service, ruling out the possibility of
composing a message with updates from all a clients subscriptions.

3.3.8 State Transfer
According to the requirement F6, The system only sends messages to the client, and
F7, The system only has to propagate the update messages from the single master to
the clients, we only propagate updates to the clients, meaning that the updates are
performed at the master and that the result is propagated to the subscribed clients.
This implies that we are choosing for state transfer. This choice is also justified
because the database holds values rather than the operations that were performed on
the data. Therefore the application uses state transfer.

3.3.9 Syntactic Scheduling
Scheduling is related to ordering the operations on records. With Syntactic
scheduling the operations are scheduled based upon the meta-data of the operations,
such as by whom, where and when operations are executed. Updates are always
executed at the BAS Data Store by the governmental Key Data Stores. But they have
to be replicated in sequentially and chronologic order. Syntactic fits that description.

Semantic scheduling is based upon the semantics of the operation, the actual content.
It is usually used in systems with operation transfer, where each replica has to rights
to order the operations.

Since the distribution module works with state transfer and operations must be
executed sequentially (F2), Semantic scheduling is not possible. Since Syntactic
scheduling does fit, the choice has fallen on Syntactic scheduling.
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3.4 Discussion
Let us now compare the design choices from the previous section with the replication
algorithms from chapter 2. Table 2 shows the results of the comparison, similar to
Table 1 in Section 2.6, but with the addition of an extra column with the design
choices from the previous section. The grey tones again emphasize the difference
between the choices per parameter.

Parameter
Design
Choice Bayou Gossip

Virtual
Synchrony

Performance vs.
Consistency

Eventual Eventual
Weak to
Eventual

Linearizable
to Weak

Optimistic vs.
Pessimistic replication

Optimistic Optimistic Optimistic Pessimistic

Multi- vs.
Single- master

Single Multi Multi Multi

Lazy vs.
Eager replication

Lazy Lazy Lazy Eager

Passive vs.
Active replication

Passive Passive Either Active

Push vs.
Pull mechanism

Push Push Push Push

Unicast vs.
Multicast

Unicast Unicast Either Multicast

Operation vs.
State transfer

State Operation Operation Either

Syntactic vs.
Semantic scheduling

Syntactic Syntactic Syntactic Syntactic

Clients are always
connected Yes No Yes No

Low Client
responsibility

Yes No No Yes

Replication of
Subsets Yes No No Yes

Implementable with
SOA/WS Yes Yes Yes No

Table 2: Comparison of the Design Choices and Replication Algorithms

In comparison to Table 1, we have added four extra parameters based upon the
requirements that are not related to any parameter. The first of these is related to
Functional Requirement F9, which states that clients are assumed to be always
connected. The new parameter about the client responsibility is added because
Functional Requirement F12 states that the system has no control over the client, and
that the client therefore should have as little responsibility as possible. Replication of
subsets comes from Functional Requirement F13. Finally implementation with SOA
and WS was added because of Functional Requirement F14.

Observe from Table 2 that the design choices do not match any of the replication
algorithms. We see that Bayou and Gossip match the design choices on the
parameters regarding consistency and replication. But they differ with respect to
replication of subsets and client responsibility. Virtual Synchrony on the contrary,
does satisfy these parameters, but is to strict regarding consistency and the
replication techniques which are related to consistency.  Virtual Synchrony is also not
implementable with SOA/WS, whereas the other two are.
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3.5 Conclusion
We started the chapter by defining the requirements based upon the RUP Vision
document. The vision document was constructed from input from several papers and
conversations within the company. From these requirements we filtered the design
choices in the form of parameters from Section 2.2. The replication algorithms from
chapter 2 are compared against the design choices in Section 3.4.

Based upon the information in this chapter we can conclude that we need a
replication algorithm with a low form of consistency that replicates subsets of data
implemented with SOA and WS. We observe from Table 2 that Bayou and Gossip
satisfy the low form of consistency but they do not satisfy the low client
responsibility and the replication of subsets. Virtual Synchrony however does satisfy
the latter constraints but is not implementable with SOA/WS and enforces a stricter
form of consistency than required. Therefore we can conclude that neither of these
replication algorithms is suitable for our problem. In the next chapter we will discuss
our own implementation which does satisfy all parameters in Table 2.
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4. System Implementation
“As an Oracle partner you just know better how things work than the customer.

Therefore it is alright to correct him. Some call this being headstrong; I just call it
being sensible.”

- Arjen Althoff

4.1 Introduction
Existing replication algorithms are often too complex or are not compatible for
implementation with web services. The replication algorithm thus has to be designed
and implemented from scratch. We describe the system implementing the replication
algorithm, its components, and how and why it satisfies the requirements identified
earlier. Also we will investigate the global operation of the system and how the
components interact with each other.

4.2 System Overview

Figure 7: Overview of the system

The global system, shown in Figure 7, consists of two processes, two web services
and two databases. The first database is BAS, which holds the data, and gets updated
data from the government Key Data Stores. The second database holds the
information belonging to the replication algorithm, such as the services (subsets of
data for replication), the subscriptions, authorization data, the clients their endpoints
and the updates to be send.

The UpdatePoller process periodically polls each service for new data in BAS, wraps
the results into an XML message, and stores it in the database for each client which is
subscribed to that service.

The second process, the DistributionPoller, takes the XML messages and passes them
to the clients, which implement a web service for incoming updates. Clients can
subscribe to and unsubscribe from services by contacting the Subscription Web
Service, which then also performs several authentication and authorization checks.
Clients acknowledge receiving updates at the same web service, after which the
updates get deleted from the updates-to-send list.
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4.3 System Interaction
The interaction between the components is further specified in the sequence diagram
depicted in Figure 8. In the sequence diagram each major operation made and each
function call on another component is shown.

The subscription web service offers a subscribe function which takes a username,
password, and service identifier as parameters. When a client wants to subscribe to a
service, a subset of data in BAS, it calls this function. The subscription web service
authenticates the client and checks if it is authorized to subscribe to the requested
service (not shown in the image for readability). If the client passes the checks, the
subscription web service subscribes the client to the service and adds the data
currently belonging to it to the to-send list. Thus when a client subscribes to a service,
it is send all the data belonging to that service.

The UpdatePoller periodically polls for new and updated data in BAS. It does so by
calling upon each service to check a database timestamp of each record against the
database time of the UpdatePoller its last run. The database timestamp of each record
is set to the current database time when it is inserted and by a trigger each time it is
updated. Thus when such a timestamp is higher than the timestamp of the
UpdatePoller its last run and lower than or equal to the start of its current run, it can
be regarded as being changed. Each changed or newly inserted record returned by
the service, which is implemented as an SQL procedure, is then wrapped into a
number of XML messages and added to the to-send list. Such a XML message
consists of a maximum of 30.000 characters, and can contain one or more updates
concerning a single service. The database timestamp of the change is also added to
the message.

The DistributionPoller periodically polls for new messages in the to-send list.
Whenever the list is found to be not empty, the DistributionPoller takes the client
belonging to the oldest message, selects up to 128 of the oldest messages for that
client and sends them to the client in one call. It then proceeds with the other
messages until the list is empty. The client parses the received XML, updating all
new data. It knows what is new by checking the time of the change in the record
against the one it has on record. This check is necessary since updates might be sent
twice when they take place during the subscription process, during the polling for
updates, or just before a crash. It is also necessary in the cases when an update is re-
sent after it has not been acknowledged and a newer version of the same data has
been sent and acknowledged in the meantime. However situations will be more of an
exception than a rule. While the client parses the messages, it also gathers the
identifiers of the updates in the message. The client then sends these identifiers to the
subscription web service its acknowledge function which removes the acknowledged
updates from the to-send list. To acknowledge updates the client must authenticate
itself.

Unsubscribing from a service is done by calling the unsubscribe function at the
subscription web service. To unsubscribe the client must authenticate itself at the
web service, and pass the service identifier of the service it wishes to unsubscribe
from. Future updates on the service will not be sent to the client anymore, although
updates which were generated earlier will still be sent.
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Figure 8: Sequence diagram of the system
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4.4 Components
The system consists of five components, not counting the government Key Data
Stores and BAS. The latter is not counted as it is seen as an external black box. The
components will be discussed in detail as we describe the function of each of them.

4.4.1 Database
The database, whose model is shown in Figure 9, holds all information needed by the
system. It consists of six tables. The first table, the Client table, holds all information
needed to authenticate and contact the clients. The Services table lists all available
services, being a database procedure pertaining to a subset of data in BAS, and adds
to each a unique identifier. The access table places a link between each service and
each client which has access to it. The subscription table places a link between each
service and each client which has subscribed to it. In order to be sure which updates
were not yet polled for after an UpdatePoller crash, the settings table is used to save
the database time that the UpdatePoller started its last run.

Figure 9: Database model

The Updatetable contains all messages which need to be sent to a client, when these
are to be sent, how often this has been tried already and if it is for initializing a
subscription:

• Updated_at: The database time at which the update was generated.

• Next_notify: The next time that the update is sent. It is initially the same as
the Updated_at field, but is increased each time the message is sent to the
client.

•  Try_count: The value which holds how often a message has been sent.
When the Try_count reaches a number higher than one, there might be
network issues or a client may have gone offline.

•  Abboinit: The Boolean value that tells if an update is part of an initial
subscription or not. When subscribing, the system sends all the data of the
subscription to a client to initialize it. This value is used to give priority to
the normal messages over the initialization messages.

• Update_body: Contains the body of the actual XML of the message.
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4.4.2 UpdatePoller
The function of the UpdatePoller is to periodically search for updated and newly
added data in BAS for each service. It must do this job securely and may never miss
any updates performed on BAS, not even when the system becomes unstable.

Figure 10: UpdataPoller activity diagram

The operation of the UpdatePoller component is depicted in Figure 10. When the
UpdatePoller is started it first gets two values from the database; the last saved run
time and the highest Update_ID that exists in the Updatetable. These two values are
used in order to be able to continue processing after instability of the system.

After these initialization steps, the UpdatePoller enters a continuous loop in which it
processes the updates. The first step in the loop is to acquire the database time as the
time that the current loop has started. It then gets a list of all services to which clients
are subscribed. Consequently, services to which no clients are subscribed are
ignored.

Each procedure belonging to a service is then called. Such a procedure takes two
timestamps as parameter and returns a list of data that is changed or added to that
service between those timestamps. If the procedure returns any data, it is parsed into
XML messages with a maximum of 30.000 characters and added to the Updatetable
for each client that is subscribed to the service.

The XML is parsed by taking the field names of the returned dataset to encapsulate
each column and encapsulating each returned row by <ROW> tags. The whole is
then encased by <UPDATE> tags which are given the same Update_ID as the
Update_ID in the Updatetable. This Update_ID will be used later by the clients to
acknowledge receiving the update.

When all services are processed in this way, the UpdatePoller saves the time the
current loop started in the database and goes to sleep before starting a new loop.
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4.4.3 DistributionPoller
The DistributionPoller is responsible for distributing the updates, the UpdatePoller
created, to the clients. It processes all updates it can find before going to sleep and
starting a new loop.

Figure 11: DistributionPoller activity diagram

In Figure 11 we can see the operation of the DistributionPoller. It performs a
continuous loop, during which the following steps are taken each cycle. First the
DistributionPoller in one request tries to get the client_ID of the message with the
lowest Next_notify in the past (the “oldest” message in the list), and 128 of the oldest
messages (with the lowest Next_notify) belonging to that client. In this process,
messages which are not part of a subscription initialization take priority over those
which are. If this operation returns empty, the DistributionPoller will go to sleep and
try again later. However, if this operation returns a result, the DistributionPoller
wraps the updates into one large XML message and sends it to the client. Finally it
increases the Try_Count of the updates sent and sets their Next_notify times to five
minutes in the future, before entering a new run.

4.4.4 Subscription Web Service
The subscription web service is the contact point of the system for the clients. It is
implemented as a web service in order to have good interoperability between the
clients and the system. The subscription web service offers three functions which the
client can call upon. In order to make use of all three functions, the client calling
them must provide a username and password to authenticate itself and possibility
for getting the proper authorization.

The following functionality is offered by the subscription web service:
- Subscribe(Username, Password, Service_ID)
- Unsubscribe(Username, Password, Service_ID)
- Ack(Username, Password, Update_ID_list)

The Subscribe functionality lets a client subscribe to a service. When the Subscribe
function is called, the web service first authenticates the client and verifies if the
requesting client has access to the service it is requesting. When these checks are
passed, the subscription web service subscribes the client to the service and gathers
the data the subscription encompasses. The gathered data is added to the to-send list.
The DistributionPoller will then send the data to the client.

The Unsubscribe function lets a client unsubscribe from a service. When it is called,
the subscription web service first authenticates the client and then cancels the
subscription. Updates related to the cancelled subscription which already were in the
to-send list will however still be send.
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The Ack function is used to acknowledge a series of updates. When a client receives a
number of updates it has to call this function to verify receiving them.
Acknowledged updates are then removed from the to-send list. Updates that are not
acknowledged are automatically resent due to the fact that the DistributionPoller sets
the Next_notify time to five minutes in the future.

4.4.5 Client
The client must create an endpoint where the system can contact it with updates. The
functionality of this end point should comply to an interface in the form of a WSDL
file. This WSDL includes one function; the ReceiveUpdate function. This function
takes a string as parameter, which contains the XML message with the actual
updates. The client has to acknowledge the updates that is has processed.

4.5 Validation of Consistency
In order to prove the correctness of the system, we must prove that the system lives
up to the expectations of enforcing consistency. The consistency the system should
enforce is Eventual consistency, as discussed in Section 3.3.1.

Eventual consistency only guarantees that replicas will eventually converge in the
absence of (many) updates. In order to enforce eventual consistency one must
usually do two things:

• The update messages arrive at the intended replicas: All updates will arrive
at the replicas, this is enforced in three steps. At first the UpdatePoller polls
for updates in the services and it puts these updates in the to-send list. The
DistributionPoller sends the updates to the client, which acknowledges the
update, after which it is deleted from the to-send list. When an update is not
acknowledged, it is assumed that the update has not been correctly received
and it is send over and over again until it is acknowledged.

•  The architecture has to be implemented with a client-centric consistency
policy: The aim of a client-centric consistency policy is to solve problems
which occur when clients contact more than one replica in an eventual
consistency configuration.

However, in our situation, the clients only contact their own replica and
may not issue changes on the replicated data in this replica. Implementing a
client-centric consistency model is therefore unnecessary.

4.6 Conclusion
This chapter shows the implementation of our solution and that it is functioning as
required. We have shown that, although there is not an existing algorithm that suits
the problem, there is a solution to the problem. Starting from the system overview
we showed how the components of the solution interact. We finally deducted the
proof of correctness of the system. The following chapter shows that this solution not
only fulfils the requirements, but that it also satisfies the performance requirements.
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5. Evaluation
“Never underestimate the bandwidth of a station wagon full of tapes hurtling down

the highway.”

- Andrew S. Tanenbaum

5.1 Introduction
Now that the system has been defined, we must evaluate if the system is capable of
handling the workload defined earlier in the requirements. We evaluate this by
performing several tests and discussing the outcome. The workload defined in the
requirements (Section 3.2) was 2.76 updates per second and, on top of that, batches of
5000 updates each hour which the system should be able to handle.

We discuss four test scenarios. Each test scenario scales from an initial starting point
with 3 updates per second, 10 clients, 26 services, and 26 subscriptions for each client.
The subscriptions range from joins over two to five tables, with table sizes of 500.000
to 1.000.000 records. Both databases, as well as the client and subscription web
services, are running on the same server: A HP Proliant DL145 G1 with an AMD
Opteron 250 2,4Ghz processor and 2 GB memory. The two processes are running on
a terminal by a remote desktop session.

The four test scenarios show how the system performs when scaling different aspects
of the system:

• Scenario 1: Scaling of the number of updates per second

• Scenario 2: Bulk updates

• Scenario 3: Initializing subscriptions

• Scenario 4: Scaling of the number of clients.
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5.2 Scaling Normal Circumstances
The first test scenario evaluates the amount of updates per second the system can
handle. In this scenario the system is tested under an increasing stream of constant
updates, beginning at three updates per second and ending at fifteen per second.
Figure 12 shows the output from the tests performed. The graphs show the number
of messages in the updateTable queue over a period of fifteen minutes under three,
six, nine, twelve, and fifteen updates per second respectively. For easier comparison,
the final graph at the lower right corner shows all tests at once (a larger version can
be found in Appendix A).

Figure 12: Graph Scaling Normal Circumstances

Figure 12 shows that the system can easily handle both three and six updates per
second. In both of these graphs the queue is emptied by the DistributionPoller before
the UpdatePoller starts a new cycle. The graphs of nine through fifteen updates per
second do not show emptying the queue, but does show that the length of the queue
stays more or less around a constant level of 35 messages. The peaks that are
occurring can be explained by the sleeping time of the processes. When the
UpdatePoller adds updates to the updateTable and the DistributionPoller is sleeping
, a peak occurs in the size of the updateTable.

From the constant size of the updateTable, we can conclude that the
DistributionPoller is able to handle the number of messages generated by nine
through fifteen updates per second, but that the UpdatePoller is constantly going
through its cycles. While testing we noticed that during nine and twelve updates per
second the time it takes the UpdatePoller to go through one cycle stabilizes
eventually, signifying it is only just able to handle these amounts. The length of its
cycles during fifteen updates per second however kept increasing, meaning it can not
process these amounts as fast as they are generated.

5.3 Bulk Updates
The second test scenario shows how the system performs with bulk updates. A bulk
update is a sudden unexpected large amount of updates which is issued, or detected,
simultaneously. Bulk updates can occur in two different scenarios; the Key Data
Stores issue a batch update, or the system has been down for an extended period and
needs to catch up on the updates issued during that time. Figures 13 and 14 show the
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output of this test scenario. Figure 13 shows the bulk of 5.000 updates and Figure 14
shows the bulk of 10.000 updates. From top to bottom the graphs depicted are
generated with a constant stream of zero, three, six, and nine updates per second. We
stop the generation of updates after 15 minutes in Figure 13, and after 25 minutes in
Figure 14.

Figure 13: Graph of the Bulk Updates with the size of 5000

Figure 14: Graph of the Bulk Updates with the size of 10000

We observe that without generating any updates the bulks of 5.000 and 10.000
updates are processed in roughly 365 and 700 seconds respectively. A bulk twice as
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large thus takes more or less twice as long to process. The system is handling
5.000/365=11,7 and 10.000/700=14,3 updates per second. The initial bulk generated
by the UpdatePoller is quickly processed by the DistributionPoller, meaning that the
bottleneck of the system under 10 clients with 26 subscriptions each lies with the
UpdatePoller.

While processing a constant stream of three updates per second, we see that the
system is processing the bulk in more or less the same time as when processing zero
updates per second. However, we do notice that the system needs to catch up on the
updates generated while processing the bulks. This takes roughly six and ten
minutes when processing a bulk of 5.000 and 10.000 updates respectively.

When processing six and nine updates per second the system is still catching up on
earlier updates even when the generation of updates is stopped 15 and 25 minutes
into the tests, signifying the UpdatePoller its cycle times are settling very slowly. This
means that at these constant streams of updates, the maximum delivery time of five
minutes during normal circumstances can not be guaranteed for an extended time
after processing a bulk.

5.4 Subscription initialization
From the third test scenario we can observe how the system performs under the
initialization of a subscription. When a client subscribes to a service, all data
belonging to that service is sent to the subscribing client. This data is however not
processed by the UpdatePoller, but it is directly inserted into the updateTable queue
by the subscription web service. The subscription initialization is tested with one
subscription over two tables and one over five tables. Figures 15 and 16 show the
output from these tests.

The first figure contains the graphs of an initialization over two tables, and the
second figure contains the graphs of an initialization over five tables. Both
initializations are tested under a continuous stream of zero, three, six, and nine
updates per second, shown from top to bottom. The initialization over two tables
contains roughly 450.000 rows, and the initialization over five tables contains
roughly 550.000 rows.

Figure 15: Graph Subscription Initialization over 2 tables

The rows in the initialization over five tables contain more data and therefore are
significantly longer than the ones in the initialization over two tables, meaning a
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message can contain fewer rows and thus more messages are needed. The constant
generation of updates is stopped after 15 and 40 minutes for the initialization over
two and five tables respectively.

Figure 16: Graph Subscription Initialization over 2 tables

The figures show us that the DistributionPoller is able to handle a subscription
initialization without any other updates relatively easy. In both cases it is able to
empty the queue multiple times while it is being filled by the initialization process.

When a continuous stream of three updates per second is added, the
DistributionPoller is not able to empty the queue like this anymore. This is due to the
fact that the DistributionPoller is now required to service not only the client who is
initializing, but also the other clients. When the initialization is processed, the system
easily returns to its normal execution.

The same is the case with six updates per second in the case of the initialization over
two tables. The initialization over five tables under six updates per second however
takes significantly longer, and in this case the queue grows to a length of over 2000.

Under the stress of nine updates per second a significant queue is constructed during
both the initialization over two tables, and during the initialization over five tables.
The former of the two is processed in about the same time as it took to build it, the
latter however declines at such a slow pace that it almost seems to be at a stable level,
until update generation is ceased.
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5.5 Scaling Clients
The final test scenario shows how the system handles an increasing number of clients
with a continuous stream of three and six updates per second. Figure 17 shows the
output from this test. The two columns hold the results of three and six updates per
second. From top to bottom the graphs show the size of the updateTable queue when
dealing with 10, 20, and 40 clients.

Figure 17: Graph Scaling Clients

The graphs where the system is dealing with 10 clients clearly show that both the
UpdatePoller and DistributionPoller can easily handle the amount of data generated.
Both the DistributionPoller and UpdatePoller are able to process the data generated
in a relatively short amount of time. This enables them not to run continuously,
which in turn lowers the stress on the system.

The system performs in a likewise fashion while servicing 20 clients. Although, when
under stress of six updates per second, the system begins to show signs of struggling
with the amount of data generated for each client. This however stabilizes quickly,
even to a point where the queue is emptied.

Notice that when dealing with 40 clients the updateTable queue starts to fill quickly.
Initially it seems the system might recover because the UpdatePoller is able to finish
its first cycle quickly and thus is able to rest. However, afterwards it cannot keep up
and starts to continuously generate messages with increasing cycle times, signifying
it can not deal with the amount of data generated for each client. Since the queue is
continuously growing, the DistributionPoller is unable to distribute as fast as the
data is generated, which means that it also is unable to handle the amounts of clients
and data.
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5.6 Discussion
The graphs depicted in Sections 5.2 through 5.5 show curious behaviour on a number
of occasions. The behaviour may find the following explanations.

The first curious behaviour we notice is that several graphs start and stay at zero for
the first couple of minutes. This behaviour can be explained by the fact that the
UpdatePoller is implemented to go through one of its cycles each two minutes.
During the remaining time, the UpdatePoller sleeps. The updates generated in the
first two minutes are therefore detected during the second run of the UpdatePoller.

Other graphs however start with a sudden peak and then stay at zero until the
second minute. This can be explained by a number of updates that remained in the
database from an earlier test run. Although this is inconvenient for the resulting
graphs, it does show us that updates from a previous test are still found after
stopping and restarting the UpdatePoller.

Almost all graphs shown throughout this chapter also show a number of humps or a
sinus-like movement. This behaviour can for example be seen in Figures 12 and 15.
This can also be explained by the cycle times of the UpdatePoller. Each time the
UpdatePoller starts a new cycle, data is added to the queue, raising the graph. As
soon as the UpdatePoller has finished its cycle, the queue is quickly emptied again by
the DistributionPoller, creating the effect seen in the figures. In these cases, we can
conclude that the DistributionPoller is easily able to handle the updates generated by
the UpdatePoller.

Several graphs also show sudden peaks after the queue is empty at first. These peaks
are the result of the DistributionPoller its sleep times. The DistributionPoller is
implemented to continue processing until the queue is emptied. When the queue is
emptied, it sleeps for ten seconds. The peaks are the result of the UpdatePoller filling
the queue during these ten seconds.

We also notice that in several graphs, where many updates per second are generated,
the graph stays around a constant height. In these graphs updates are constantly
being added by the UpdatePoller. The UpdatePoller thus is unable to finish its cycles
within the two minutes. Therefore as soon as it finishes its cycle, it starts a new one,
constantly adding updates. While processing nine or more updates per second this
behaviour occurs. When processing nine and twelve updates per second its cycle
times do stabilize. However, this is not the case when processing fifteen updates per
second. We can thus conclude that the UpdatePoller is unable to handle fifteen
updates per second.

The graphs showing bulk updates show us that after the initial bulk is processed, a
constant stream of updates is still being added for a significant length of time. These
updates are the updates generated during the time that the bulk was processed. The
more updates that are generated during this time, the longer it takes for the
UpdatePoller to recover. Because the initial peak height where nine updates per
second are generated is lower than the ones where three and six updates per second
are generated, we can also conclude that the database is having trouble servicing the
requests from the UpdatePoller during bulks. It thus seems that the database is
creating a bottleneck in our system.

We also notice that the queue is emptied relatively fast when the queue is short.
However, when the queue is growing in length, the DistributionPoller its requests
are taking longer and longer. Thus, as the queue grows, it takes longer to distribute
the updates and to empty the queue. The queue therefore should be kept as small as
possible.
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5.7 Conclusion
We have tested the system under different circumstances. Each test scenario aiming
at a different aspect of the system in order to find the limits under which the system
is able to perform.

The first test scenario aimed at finding the limit of the number of updates per second.
Resulting graphs showed that three and six updates per second could easily be
managed. Nine and twelve updates per second showed to be manageable as well,
but with effort. Fifteen updates per second showed to be too much of an effort.

The test scenario, where bulk updates were tested, showed a similar outcome. The
UpdatePoller was able to handle between 11,7 and 14,3 updates per second of bulk
without dealing with a stream of other updates. Bulk updates under a continuous
stream of three updates per second was again easily handled by the system. When
under stress of six and nine updates per second the system still managed to continue,
but with increasing times.

The third test scenario showed how the system handles subscription initializations.
Results showed that newly added subscriptions are handled with ease when three
updates per second are generated. When six updates per second are generated, the
system begins to struggle while processing large subscriptions. However, the system
does return to normal operation relatively fast as soon as all initialization messages
have been generated. Under the stress of nine updates per second, the system does
not display this relatively fast recovery.

The final scenario tests the amount of clients the system is able to handle. The test
results clearly show that the limit lays around 20 to 30 clients. This is shown by the
system showing signs of struggling when dealing with 20 clients and six updates per
second.

The requirements demand that the system is able to handle 3 updates per second,
with 10 clients, 26 services, and 26 subscriptions for each client. The four test
scenarios all show that the system is able to handle amounts of 6 updates per second,
with 20 clients, 26 services, and 26 subscriptions for each client with ease. Therefore
we can conclude that the system is able to handle the required amounts.
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6. Conclusion
“Data is a lot like humans: It is born. Matures. Gets married to other data, divorced.

Gets old. One thing that it doesn't do is die. It has to be killed.”

- Arthur Miller

6.1 Conclusion
In order to find out which form of replication fulfils the requirements of the system, we
have examined which forms of data replication are available and what the
requirements of the system exactly are. Chapter 2 and 3 show the comparison of the
replication architectures Bayou, Gossip and Virtual Synchrony and the results of the
replication parameters versus the requirements.

Bayou and Gossip fulfil similar parameters for replication, such as eventual
consistency, optimistic replication and lazy replication. Virtual Synchrony focuses on
stricter, Linearizable to Weak, consistency and Pessimistic and Eager replication.

The requirements are defined in Chapter 3. Based upon these requirements we define
which replication parameters have to be fulfilled by the implemented replication
algorithm. We conclude that Bayou, Gossip and Virtual Synchrony do not satisfy the
selected replication systems, because they do not support Single Master Systems and
State Transfer. The requirements oblige systems to support always connected clients,
low client responsibility and replication of subsets. Since the systems do not fulfil all
requirements we conclude that we have to design our own replication system.

The second research question, are existing algorithms insufficient for use in the system,
and if so, why?, is also answered with the above information: The existing
architectures do not satisfy the replication parameters.

Chapter 4 shows the design of the developed proof-of-concept application. This
chapter answers the third research question: What kind of algorithm can be designed that
satisfies the replication parameters? The system is based upon an Oracle database and
Java processes. The first process retrieves the changed data per subscription and puts
it into a queue. The second process retrieves the updates from the queue per client,
such that it can compile them and send the messages to the web services of the
clients. The system supports data replication for subsets of data and assumes that
clients only have to acknowledge the messages they received, which means a low-
client responsibility, the parameters the other systems did not satisfy.

The system is designed and implemented as a SOA with web services to make sure
that we also fulfil the fourth research question; is it possible to implement the algorithm
with SOA/WS?

Finally in the evaluation we test if the replication system is able to perform with the
required capacity; does the designed algorithm satisfy the performance load and restrictions
such as consistency constraints? The tests in Chapter 5 show that the system is not only
able to handle the requested capacity, but also more. From the test results we see that
the system is able to handle up to 9 updates per second where the requested amount
was only 2.76 updates per second, assuming that there are 10 clients with each 26
subscriptions. Batches of data are handled eventually as long as there are less than 9
updates per second. The third test shows that new subscriptions can be dealt with
while processing up to 9 updates per second. Scaling clients shows good results with
twice the requested amount; 20 clients.

The main research question, which replication algorithm is a good choice, with respect to
which parameters of replication, for implementing the data distribution for the water
authorities, can now be answered. There is no suitable existing replication system for
the case of the water authorities. We have designed a new replication system and
implemented this at Ordina as a proof of concept to show that it fulfils the
requirements.
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6.2 Impact
The existing replication architectures that have been researched are not suitable for
replication of subsets. Gossip, Bayou and Virtual Synchrony are therefore not
implementable in this context. Our proof of concept shows that the implementation
of a SOA with web service architecture is a feasible solution. The design and
implementation show that the system is implementable. In the evaluation we observe
that the test scenarios are successfully executed.

With the proof of concept we show that this is a suitable solution for the problem of
data replication of subsets with SOA/WS for the water authorities. The impact of our
research is that we have shown that this is a good solution for this problem, and that
it is very interesting for implementation at the water authorities.

6.2 Future Work
In our research we focussed on the design and implementation of the proof of
concept application. We concluded that our approach of implementing data
replication with SOA and web services has enough potential to devote new projects
to this subject. However, we have only tested the concept in house; therefore
additional testing at the sites of the water authorities and the Key Data Stores is
necessary to confirm our results.

Assuming that the results from the additional testing are in line with our results, this
solution is a candidate for implementation and integration at the water authorities
within the E-government framework. Implementing the real-time updates as part of
the E-government regulations is supported by this solution.

The E-government framework also requires the implementation of the feedback duty
such that it can report data that is possibly incorrect. The feedback duty is not part of
our research but has to be implemented as part of the E-government framework. A
possible solution is to add additional services to the system and it is therefore subject
of future work.

When the presented solution is implemented at the water authorities, a close study
on the queries and procedures in the proof of concept is necessary. Experts in the
field of PL/SQL and the Key Data Stores are likely to find significant improvements
in efficiency. Since a lot of queries are related to the updateTable, and since the
updateTable is a central part of the implementation, it would benefit from query
optimization.
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Appendix A: Scaling Normal Circumstances Large Graph
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